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ACRONYMS
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GI-TOC     Global Initiative Against Transnational Organized Crime
UNODC      United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
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Madagascar is one of the world’s megadiverse countries, with high rates of biodiversity as well as a high concentration of endemic species, but this immense natural wealth is perennially threatened by the illegal wildlife trade, damage to ecosystems and loss of critical wildlife habitats due to expanding human settlement and activities such as logging and fishing. This threat is compounded by systemic regulatory deficits, while environmental crimes are known to intersect with other forms of transnational organized crime, such as illegal sapphire mining.

Several Malagasy animals are critically endangered. This includes the two species that form the subject of this study; namely the ploughshare and radiated tortoises. Decades of successful conservation efforts have been destroyed by huge increases in poaching and trafficking of these tortoises over the past 20 years to satisfy the exotic-pet trade. While the trafficking of these reptiles may appear relatively obscure and inconsequential, a closer examination shows that for every animal smuggled, there exists an extensive network of criminal and corrupt actors who actively and consistently undermine gains in rule of law, governance and democracy.

This study is not a quantitative review of the seizure history of endangered Madagascan tortoises. Rather, it explores the trafficking methods and routes used (looking at possible overlaps with other illicit flows), analyzes the political economy of tortoise trafficking and shows what this analysis can tell us about vulnerabilities for the trafficking of other illicit products in general. Although we provide a lot of information here that superficially appears valuable to tortoise collectors or enthusiasts, our work has shown that this group in general already knows all the information we provide, or is connected to a wildlife trader who is engaged in the type of activities we discuss here.
This report traces the history of tortoise trafficking from Madagascar and identifies the pattern of demand and vulnerability that makes this island state particularly susceptible to illicit flows. In the 1980s and 1990s, demand was driven by specialist collectors, particularly those from Europe, the United States and Japan. The Madagascan authorities did not initially pay much attention to reptile trafficking and may even have played a role in legitimizing the trade, but this started to change in 1996 when 75 ploughshare tortoises were stolen from a secure breeding centre. Since then, the immense value of Madagascar’s unique biodiversity has seen a greater investment in protected-area development and management and efforts to tackle environmental crimes. However, the country’s socio-political challenges, endemic corruption and porous borders make this a major challenge.

We present four case studies that illuminate complex and unfolding trends in the trafficking of these tortoises, particularly as they reveal policy blind spots and critical vulnerabilities in regard to transnational organized crime, with regional impacts across the Indian Ocean island states. While seizures attract much-deserved attention, the thorny issue of repatriation is often unresolved. This report explores why this has become such a contentious matter – and one that highlights the need for effective collaboration between origin states and sites of confiscation.

The exotic-pet trade is closely linked with social media, and this study takes into account the numerous online dimensions of the trade, considering how cyber-enabled tools can be used in directing efforts to mitigate the deleterious interplay between the illegal wildlife trade and the internet. Using a machine-learning tool called the Cascade, we explore how such mechanisms can be used not only to complement law-enforcement efforts, but also in interventions aimed at reducing the demand for exotic pets.

As these species grow increasingly endangered and approach extinction, this makes them even more rare and arguably more sought-after among hobbyists and reptile enthusiasts. This creates a vicious cycle whereby the illicit trade perversely incentivizes itself, driving up both the demand and market price for these species. But recommendations for how to reverse this pernicious cycle must also acknowledge that the current moment is marked by macro shifts that are both unprecedented and unforeseen.

As the global economy comes under pressure due to the coronavirus pandemic, livelihood prospects contract and traditional donor partners are forced to become more inward-looking and more inward-spending, states such as Madagascar will be disproportionately affected not only by the long-term impact of COVID-19, but also by climate change. Factors such as drought have already been seen to make communities more willing to consider involvement in activities such as the poaching of tortoises.
The pandemic has also forced the world to acknowledge the threat of zoonoses – infectious diseases that can be transmitted from animals to humans through contact, whether as part of smuggling operations or a result of human encroachment. Coupled with accelerating biodiversity loss as a result of habitat transformation, climate change and other human activities, we are facing the very real prospect of another mass extinction. As Mike Barrett of the World Wildlife Fund explains in a 2018 news report: ‘We are sleepwalking towards the edge of a cliff. This is far more than just being about losing the wonders of nature ... This is actually now jeopardising the future of people. Nature is not a “nice to have” – it is our life-support system.’

**Methodology**

This report was largely compiled during the coronavirus pandemic, from March to July 2020. As such, it was impossible for the authors to conduct fieldwork themselves as per normal practice. This work therefore draws on previous interviews conducted by one of the authors in Madagascar in 2018, Zanzibar and Comoros in January 2020, remote interviews conducted by both authors in June and July 2020 and interviews conducted in Madagascar and Comoros by local researchers in July 2020.

Interviews were conducted with government officials, including politicians, law-enforcement officers and civil servants; international NGOs; local NGOs; international investigators and specialists in the illegal wildlife trade and an academic who also represented a local NGO and was linked to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) Scientific Authority in her country. In total, 26 people were interviewed from Madagascar, Comoros, Mozambique, Zanzibar, mainland Tanzania, Indonesia, Malaysia and China, as well as others from donor countries.

This work has also drawn heavily on unpublished research and analyses conducted by TRAFFIC and the Durrell Wildlife Conservation Trust (DWCT). It has also drawn on direct inputs from the Turtle Conservancy, Turtle Survival Alliance and the Wildlife Justice Commission (WJC).

**Machine learning**

The illicit trade in wildlife is worth billions of dollars, with exotic pets constituting a substantial portion of that commerce – including the illegal buying and selling of freshwater turtles and tortoises. The internet has been both an enabler and a driver of this trade. As an enabler, cyberspace has created marketplaces and payment methods that allow for illicit transactions to occur with greater anonymity and a significantly lower risk of detection. Simultaneously, the popularization of exotic...
animals on social media both fuels and shapes the demand for these animals. In 2019, for instance, CITES parties voted to ban the trade of two endangered otter species following a social-media trend for keeping these animals as pets.

This study takes into account the numerous online dimensions of the exotic-pet trade, and also considers how cyber-enabled tools can be used in directing efforts to mitigate the deleterious interplay between the illegal wildlife trade and the internet. In partnership with the Centre for Social Media Analysis, the GI-TOC has developed an innovative machine-learning powered tool that searches for text on the indexed web to detect online transactions and other dimensions of the illegal wildlife trade. We used this tool – called the Cascade – to understand whether machine learning is useful not only for revealing instances of the illicit online trade in species such as ploughshare and radiated tortoises, but also to consider its utility in gaining deepened insights into the demand that drives the exotic-pet trade. While the former has important implications for law-enforcement efforts, the latter reveals how online platforms can and should be used to reverse some of the negative trends. If cyber platforms are able to drive the extinction of species, conversely there exists also the potential for online behaviour-change responses to reverse these trends.

For this study, the Cascade predominantly used web search, keyword classification and web crawling to find examples of individuals seeking to buy, sell and discuss ploughshare and radiated tortoises. This work comprised three phases. Firstly, an initial investigation into the market to find ‘seed’ examples from which to extract characteristic words and phrases. Secondly, the system was then run in two further iterations to find more examples online. Thirdly, using web crawlers, the Cascade performed a deeper analysis of a subset of sites to establish the utility of more closely monitoring how individuals interact on these sites in trading and discussing ploughshare and radiated tortoises.
THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF TORTOISE TRAFFICKING
Madagascar: local vulnerabilities exploited

Tortoise trafficking from Madagascar is driven by a pattern of demand and the country’s vulnerability to illicit flows. In the 1980s and 1990s, demand was driven by specialist collectors from all over the world, in particular those from Europe, the US and Japan. The Madagascan authorities did not pay much attention to reptile trafficking and it was fairly easy for collectors to arrange for the smuggling of individual or small lots of animals out of Madagascar. Specialists have suggested that Malagasy ministry officials may have even legitimized this illegal trade by issuing CITES certificates declaring that wild-caught animals were captive-bred.8 This started to change in 1996, when 75 ploughshare tortoises were stolen from the Ampijoroa breeding centre. Subsequent information suggests that these were stolen by order of a European collector who had been offering juvenile ploughshare tortoises in advance of this theft. It is believed that they ended up in the Netherlands, Prague and Japan, among other places.9

The international attention surrounding the 1996 Ampijoroa theft, coupled with President Marc Ravalomanana’s pledge to triple Madagascar’s protected area coverage at the fifth International Union for Conservation of Nature World Parks Congress in 2004 began to change how the Malagasy government and its partners viewed Madagascar’s biodiversity.10 Protected areas and the biodiversity they contained started to be seen as opportunities to stimulate local development and to protect both critical ecosystem services and the country’s exceptional natural heritage. This led to investment in protected-area development and management, and efforts to tackle environmental crimes.

But Madagascar’s pivot did not result in a decline in the trafficking of ploughshare tortoises: 2006 saw a marked increase in international seizures of the animals, both in Madagascar and internationally, with 23 seized that year, compared to just three in 2005.11 The increased demand seems to have come from South East Asia, possibly driven by escalating household income coupled with an interest in exotic pets. To make sense of how this increasing demand was met by increased supply, it is necessary to consider national-level factors in Madagascar, particularly in the context of political change. Seizure data through 2016 shows a peak of 39 tortoises in 2010 – the year after the 2009 coup and subsequent breakdown of rule of law in Madagascar – and a second peak in 2013 (58 tortoises).12 The period between 2009 and 2013 – from the coup to the first presidential election post-coup – saw

Ampijoroa, Madagascar, attracted international attention after a large number of endangered tortoises were stolen to order from a breeding centre. © Gamma-Rapho via Getty Images
a decline in almost all socio-economic development indicators: the economy stalled, poverty worsened, infrastructure deteriorated and governance problems were exacerbated.\textsuperscript{13}

Madagascar is vulnerable to criminality in general, ranking fourth out of 13 southern African countries for criminality in the ENACT Africa Organised Crime Index.\textsuperscript{14} It is one of the world’s poorest countries, with 75\% of the population living on less than US$1.90 a day.\textsuperscript{15} Madagascar scores low in key World Bank governance indicators\textsuperscript{16} and has a history of political turmoil. Infrastructure is poor, which places further challenges on economic growth outside major centres, and also means that local government officials are often isolated in remote locations. This can lead to demotivation and creates the conditions for corruption to occur.

Madagascar’s immense natural wealth also presents many opportunities to criminals. These opportunities are enabled by systemic corruption and the island’s porous borders. Madagascar’s remaining forests and wildlife are typically found in remote areas, which in many cases are now protected. These places are inherently difficult to police due to limited resources and geography, and they are never far from the coast – which makes trafficking of high-value wildlife products from these remote sites to coastal cities easier.

The majority (62\%) of Madagascar’s population are rural-based,\textsuperscript{17} and where tortoises are present, they are an important source of protein. Local people are therefore easily conscripted to poach live tortoises for a cash income, and local officials will often turn a blind eye. Exploiting this situation, tortoise traffickers use intermediaries to approach local communities to arrange for an order of tortoises; the intermediary then makes payment on collection and arranges transport of the tortoises before illegal exportation.\textsuperscript{18}

**Trafficking by air, road and boat**

The main trafficking routes are either by air from Ivato airport in Antananarivo, or by boat from Mahajanga in the north-west to Comoros (see Figure 1). Secondary routes include regional flights from smaller airports to Comoros, Mayotte or Réunion. More recently there are reports of radiated tortoises going directly from south-west Madagascar on ships to China, or by fishing boat to Mozambique.
The exploitation of Ivato Airport in Antananarivo as the main exit point for tortoise trafficking from Madagascar raises particular concerns regarding corruption and security. The methods used are practised and professional. Tortoises are often wrapped in tape, sometimes with other objects to disguise their shape in scanners, and shipped in suitcases both as personal luggage and freight. ‘Mules’ are sometimes offered US$500 to take a return flight to Bangkok with only hand baggage. Baggage check-in is facilitated by airport staff linked to the smugglers – there have been reports of bags bypassing security and being loaded directly onto the aircraft. At the destination, the passage of the mule and their luggage is again often facilitated by airport staff linked to the smugglers.

‘One of the problems we have with tortoises is that they’re such a good animal to smuggle. They don’t easily die. You just push the head and the legs back in the shell, you wrap tape around it, and then you just stuff them in,’ explains Richard Lewis, the Madagascar Programme Director of the DWCT, an international NGO that works to save threatened species from extinction.

Police inspection points on the main roads in Madagascar are ubiquitous. Moving tortoises from the south-west to Antananarivo may require passing up to 20 checkpoints. Similarly, moving tortoises from Baly Bay to Antananarivo may require passing five or more checkpoints. However, there are few reports of seizures at these checkpoints, suggesting that low-level corruption is rife. To sidestep the cost of bribes, some traffickers move radiated tortoises from the south-west by boat to Mahajanga for export to Comoros.

Tortoise traffickers in Madagascar

Tortoise traffickers in Madagascar can largely be divided into two groups. The first comprises citizens who use intermediaries to collect tortoises and bring them back to their base (typically Antananarivo), from where they sell the animals to international traffickers, either locally in Madagascar or by making the arrangements for the tortoises to be sent internationally. Examples of this group include Atsila Ratsila, an unemployed 27-year-old from a small market town south of the capital, who had extensive contacts in South East Asia and was caught in a sting operation with radiated tortoises, and a Ministry of Justice clerk who was selling radiated tortoises in a newspaper.

The second group comprises foreigners who are either based in Madagascar or who regularly travel there – for example, Anson Wong, who was exposed by Al Jazeera. Local sources describe a network of Asian nationals who have been living in Madagascar for a long time and run legal businesses, but who are known to run a tortoise-trafficking operation, while an international investigator refers to a known Asian wildlife trafficker who regularly travels to Madagascar and has contacts with corrupt senior police officers who facilitate his visits. In the one well-documented tortoise-trafficking investigation, Madagascan police officers reported that they had been immediately offered a US$6 800 bribe by the Madagascan nationals they had placed under arrest, and there was subsequent pressure by a general to release the traffickers.
Migrants attempt to reach the French island of Mayotte. The region is known for multiple illicit flows along similar routes, including human smuggling. © AFP via Getty Images

**Overlaps with other illicit flows**

Due to its geographic location, as well as its economic status, Madagascar does not play a major role in transnational illicit-trafficking networks. However, Madagascar is known for rosewood trafficking, wildlife trafficking, trafficking of gemstones and gold, human trafficking for sex tourism, cannabis production and export, and low-level trafficking in other drugs and weapons. Previous and ongoing GI-TOC research has identified various illicit flows that overlap with the same routes used by tortoise traffickers: cannabis and radiated tortoises travel by the same roads and through the same checkpoints from the south-west to Antananarivo; tortoises and heroin are both trafficked through airports; and tortoises, cannabis and illegal migrants are smuggled by boat to Comoros. While these products all use the same routes – and likely the same facilitators who arrange transport and pay bribes to corrupt officials – there is no evidence that the same criminal networks are involved in moving both tortoises and other illicit products.
FIGURE 1 Major trafficking routes of ploughshare and radiated tortoises, within Madagascar and across the region.
Comoros: a key regional transit point

Comoros has become one of the main transit points for Madagascan tortoises – mostly shipped by boat from Madagascar for onward transport by plane towards demand countries in Asia. Comoros is one of the world’s poorest and smallest economies, and scores exceptionally low in key World Bank governance indicators. In 2018, it was ranked at the 3.85th percentile for government effectiveness and the 12th percentile for rule of law. Government service delivery is extremely poor. While the three main islands share a language, they differ ethnically and politically. This lack of cohesion has resulted in a history of political turmoil: there have been 20 attempted coups – four successful – since 1975. Its geographic position, as well as its political, economic and social circumstances, have so far negated it being exploited by transnational illicit trafficking networks, but the weakness of the state at all levels means that Comoros is extremely vulnerable to exploitation by organized-crime networks.

The route between Madagascar and Comoros exploits this deep-rooted vulnerability to organized crime and trafficking, but also draws upon historical and familial ties between north-west Madagascar and Comoros. Mahajanga, the main port in north-west Madagascar and the point of departure for the regular ferry to Moroni in Comoros, has seen settlement by Muslim traders from South Asia and Comoros from the late 1700s onwards. In 1976 (when a series of anti-Comorian riots broke out in Mahajanga), it was estimated that Comorians made up half the city’s population, though 18 000 were subsequently repatriated and many of those who remained took on Madagascan nationality. Nevertheless, the trading connections and family ties remain to this day. Besides licit trade, the Mahajanga–Comoros route is also known for cannabis smuggling (for the Comoros market), human smuggling (to reach Mayotte via Anjouan) and tortoise trafficking. The tortoise trade on this route is ancient, being recorded from the eighth or ninth century, when tortoises from Madagascar were first brought to Comoros as a supply of meat.

The tortoise traffickers have customized the Mahajanga–Moroni route to avoid detection. When the commercial boats get close to Moroni, the tortoises are offloaded onto small boats and taken ashore away from the main port, where customs and police inspections occur. Tortoises then leave Moroni either via the main (but relatively small) international airport, or by the weekly ferry to Dar es Salaam in Tanzania.
THE TORTOISES
Both ploughshare and radiated tortoises have been listed on Appendix 1 of CITES (i.e. all international trade is banned) since 1 July 1975, when CITES first entered into force. However, 30 years of successful conservation efforts of Madagascar’s ploughshare tortoise have been destroyed by the huge increase in poaching and trafficking over the past 20 years to satisfy the exotic-pet trade. Similarly, the past 20 years have seen a marked increase in the illegal trade of Madagascar’s radiated tortoise, which coupled with local poaching for consumption, are driving it to extinction in the wild. Both species are now classed as critically endangered by the International Union for Conservation of Nature.

Ploughshare tortoises

Ploughshare tortoises (*Astrochelys yniphora*, also known as the angonoka tortoise) are the rarest tortoises in the world, with the unenviable status of being nearly extinct in the wild. There are approximately 100 wild individuals in Baly Bay National Park in north-west Madagascar. They are only known from the area around Baly Bay itself, and there is no evidence from historical or subfossil records to suggest that they were ever found beyond this highly restricted area. Since 2006, at least two of the four small sub-populations have almost certainly been poached to extinction. They have a long inter-generational breeding time, only reaching sexual maturity at 15–20 years of age.

Aside from this wild population, a further 400 or so ploughshare tortoises are held in approximately 15 professionally managed collections around the world. Only one of these is in Madagascar: the others outside Madagascar all acquired their stock from seizures. All except one of these facilities recognize that the confiscated tortoises they manage remain the property of the confiscating government, in most cases having informed the Malagasy government that they are holding these animals until such time as Madagascar is ready to receive them back, if so desired.

For smuggling, tortoises are often wrapped in tape and packed in suitcases carried by mules. © Herilala Randriamahazo/Turtle Survival Alliance
Ploughshare tortoise (Astrochelys yniphora), also known as the Angonoka tortoise. © Dwi Adhiasto, Wildlife Conservation Society

Only three have possible breeding populations, and only one is known to be breeding. These facilities can be described or characterized as following:

1. A core captive-breeding population of a few hundred animals at Ampijoroa Forest Station, within the tortoise’s historic range, which is breeding well.
2. A population of at least 12 adult animals at a reserve in Mauritius, on loan from the government of Madagascar.
3. A population of 23 animals, including breeding-age adults, at the Turtle Conservancy centre in California in the US.
4. A population of approximately 16 animals held at Cheetah Rock, a privately owned facility in Zanzibar (see Case Study 3 on page 23). There has been no communication with the government of Madagascar regarding this population. However, the government of Zanzibar appears to have sanctioned their remaining at Cheetah Rock for the time being.39
5. Other small populations of seized and confiscated animals that have been placed at facilities approved by the national government concerned (US, Japan, Singapore, UAE and various locations in the EU).
The rarity and distinctive shell pattern of ploughshares make them extremely sought after in the exotic-pet trade. They fetch between US$5,000 and US$50,000 each, depending on size, age and shape of the individual, and the wealth of destination country.

Since 1986, the DWCT has focused much of its conservation efforts in Madagascar on the ploughshare tortoise. Its captive-breeding facility at the Ampijoroa Forest Station is a ray of success in the murky tale of a species plummeting towards extinction, but this comes at a high price. The population of ploughshare tortoises at its Malagasy facility requires constant armed protection, and in a drastic measure, the tortoises’ characteristic gold- and ebony-coloured shells are engraved with a prominent serial number and country code to further deter poachers.

Radiated tortoises

Radiated tortoises (Astrochelys radiata) are found in the threatened spiny forests of south-west Madagascar. Once thought to be one of the most abundant tortoise species in the world, with a population in excess of 12 million, they have declined by 80% over the past 20 years. This loss has been attributed to bushmeat poaching, the collection of live animals for the exotic-pet and traditional-medicine trade and habitat loss. A 2011 local seizure netted 8.2 tons of dried meat, 70 kilograms of fresh meat and 222 live animals – all believed to be destined for local sale and consumption. More recently, two local seizures in 2018 recovered more than 17,000 live animals that had been collected for export to international markets in Asia.

They are sought after in the international exotic-pet trade for their distinctive shell pattern, long lifespan and ease of breeding. They sell for between US$1,000 and US$3,000 each, but can fetch up to US$5,000. Only animals exported from Madagascar before the ratification of CITES on 1 July 1975, or offspring from these animals with appropriate CITES permits, can be legally traded internationally. Many countries also have domestic laws criminalizing the ownership of animals illegally exported from Madagascar after 1975.
TRAFFICKING ROUTES AND SEIZURES
While some trade exists to serve the older demand centres in Europe and the US, the majority of smuggling routes out of Madagascar often go via a transit country in Africa before reaching a destination country in Asia, most commonly South East Asia. Seizure data mirrors this routing, with some confiscations occurring in southern and East African transit states such as Mozambique, Kenya, Ethiopia and Tanzania, or other island nations such as Réunion and Comoros. Destination-country seizures often take place in Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand and to a lesser extent the Philippines. Radiated and ploughshare tortoises have been found for sale in online markets in all four of these countries, while physical markets are mostly limited to Thailand and Indonesia. Seizures have also occurred in China, Japan, Taiwan and Singapore.

‘These countries play a role of not just having a consumer base in-country, but more importantly, prolific traders based in these countries are known to supply the [illegal] market in the region,’ said Kanitha Krishnasamy, TRAFFIC Director for South East Asia.

TRAFFIC seizure and trade data, and an unpublished internal report on the illegal international trade of Madagascan tortoises from January 2008 to October 2016, found that Thailand, Hong Kong and Indonesia were the most common final destinations for ploughshare tortoises. The animals were most commonly seized transiting Kenya, but were also seized transiting Mauritius, Comoros, the UAE and India. For radiated tortoises, China was the primary destination and Malaysia the second-most common destination – typically in flights leaving from Madagascar. Numerous other countries in Africa, the Middle East and Europe feature as transit countries for animals en route to destination countries in Asia.
A 2016 CITES report recorded 90 seizures collectively totalling 8,119 ploughshare and radiated tortoises from 2000 to 2015. Thailand had the highest number of recorded seizures, followed by Madagascar and then Hong Kong. Seizures of radiated tortoises were the most numerous, followed by ploughshare tortoises and spider tortoises. There were 72 seizures of radiated tortoises collectively totalling at least 7,793 individuals, while 18 seizures of ploughshare tortoises (totalling at least 146 animals) were reported. TRAFFIC report most smuggling efforts were by air and generally make use of ‘mules’ or couriers in a similar way to the smuggling of drugs. Tortoises are generally concealed in personal luggage (either in hand luggage or check-in suitcases), and less frequently under travellers’ clothing or as air freight.
Three traffickers who were arrested in June 2020 moving 145 radiated tortoises in a pirogue off the south-eastern coast of Madagascar.

© Madagascar Gendarmerie

The TRAFFIC data and an unpublished report revealed that traffickers frequently change routes to reduce the risk of confiscation. For this reason, more indirect transit stops to Asia were observed – for example via Comoros and even via France.48

In 2016, the WJC launched Operation Dragon, a two-year investigation into the illegal trade in freshwater turtles and tortoises that culminated in the disruption of eight Asian wildlife-trafficking networks and the arrest of 30 traffickers.49 This investigation found radiated tortoises to be the third-most trafficked tortoise species between 2014 and 2018 (measured by number of seizures), and also when measured by the number of individuals (1 546) that were offered to WJC investigators during this operation – for a median price of US$410 per head (wholesale price).50 Ploughshare tortoises were found to be the sixth most-trafficked species by seizure, but only the tenth by the number of individuals (67) that were offered to WJC investigators – for a median price of US$5 170 per head (wholesale price).

In the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) World Wildlife Crime Report 2020, based on seizure data for 2007–2017 and information from UNODC fieldwork and interviews, radiated tortoises were found to be the fourth-most seized of all reptiles species.51 Field data found that between US$2 and US$10 is paid per individual at source, and they are finally sold to consumers for between US$1 000 and US$2 000 (for a one- to three-year-old animal, depending on the colour).52

‘One of the problems we have with tortoises is that they’re such a good animal to smuggle. They don’t easily die.’

TRAFFICKING ROUTES AND SEIZURES
### Significant seizures of radiated and ploughshare tortoises (2017–2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Origin Location</th>
<th>Transit Location</th>
<th>Destination Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>14 May</td>
<td>Ivato International Airport, Madagascar</td>
<td>Kuala Lumpur</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26 June</td>
<td>Ivato International Airport, Madagascar</td>
<td>Abu Dhabi</td>
<td>Maputo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>August/September</td>
<td>16 ploughshare tortoises transferred by the Zanzibar government to a privately owned wildlife petting centre for safe-keeping. They were believed to have been seized at the Zanzibar airport.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>1 January</td>
<td>Toliara, Madagascar</td>
<td>Mahajanga,</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 January</td>
<td>Toliara</td>
<td>Mahajanga,</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24 October</td>
<td>Morondava Beach, Madagascar</td>
<td>Morondava Beach,</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 December</td>
<td>Mahajanga, Madagascar</td>
<td>Itsandra,</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2019 - date unknown</td>
<td>Tortoises seized in Betioky, Madagascar</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2019 - date unknown</td>
<td>9 888 live and 180 dead radiated tortoises were discovered crammed into a house in Toliara, Madagascar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>27 April</td>
<td>Ivato International Airport, Madagascar</td>
<td>Kunming,</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18 July</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>late 2019</td>
<td>Addis Ababa Bole International Airport</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>January</td>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>Comoros</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>June</td>
<td>708 radiated tortoises seized at the Zanzibar airport. Plans are underway for repatriation to Zanzibar</td>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9 July</td>
<td>Beheloke commune, Madagascar</td>
<td>Maputo</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case study 1: 2018 – a year of record confiscations in Madagascar

The most significant confiscations of radiated tortoises in Madagascar took place in 2018 when, in two separate incidents, more than 17,000 animals were seized. The first occurred on 10 April, when a stench emanating from a privately owned residence in Toliara led police to discover 9,888 live and 180 dead radiated tortoises crammed into sinks and cellars and under stairs. A week after the discovery, a further 574 had perished from illness or dehydration.

The Turtle Survival Alliance oversaw the movement of the tortoises to suitable rehabilitation facilities, and coordinated an international effort that saw teams of veterinarians, pathologists and other experts fly to Madagascar to support the animals’ rescue. Three arrests were made, and in October 2018, the defendants were sentenced to six years in prison and charged US$38,800 for damages to the Ministry of the Environment. The accused lodged an appeal in May 2019, telling the court that they were ‘just little fish,’ but refused to divulge information on the ‘big fish.’ Their sentence remained unchanged.

On 24 October, a second seizure of immense scale occurred when 7,347 radiated tortoises were discovered, also in the greater vicinity of Toliara. Although these tortoises were found outdoors and were in better health than the April batch, hundreds died after the rescue operation, mostly due to dehydration.

The volume of these seizures was without precedent. In itself, this points to a scale of demand that suggests the tortoises were destined not only for the pet trade, but also, possibly, for use in medicine or consumption as food. To poach, gather and move thousands of animals requires a highly organized level of trafficking. The scale and location (close to the coast) also suggests that these consignments were more likely to be moved by sea. That the thousands of tortoises had been abandoned is also significant, and could point to a disruption in the operation.

China is a significant market for freshwater tortoises and turtles, and there is a consensus among Malagasy experts that these two consignments were intended to be smuggled out of the country on a fleet of Chinese fishing vessels that had been active along the south-western coast of Madagascar, following a murky fisheries agreement between Madagascar and a Chinese company headed by an individual listed as untrustworthy by a Chinese court in January 2018. The presence of Chinese trawlers has evoked tremendous opposition from local fishing communities. There is also speculation that overlaps may exist, in this context, with the trafficking of sea cucumbers and shark fins. The Malagasy government confiscated six of these trawlers in 2019 for breaching the fisheries agreement.

One of the experts we interviewed believes that the 2018 order for several thousand radiated tortoises remains to be filled. ‘The money for the 10,000 would already have been received, and there will be an obligation for 10,000 to be sent,’ he explained, adding that this aligns with reports from informant networks in the country’s south-western regions. ‘It is not yet finished. We are right in the middle of it.’
Case study 2: Trafficking through Comoros

On 6 December 2018, a police officer in Itsandra, a northern suburb of the Comorian capital, Moroni, but previously a site of one of the original sultanates, was alerted to a suitcase and nine sacks hidden by the sea in the bay.62 They contained more than 300 radiated tortoises smuggled from Madagascar.63 Customs officials later arrested four Malagasy and two Comorian men in connection with the trafficked tortoises. Information gleaned post-arrest and from Mahajanga suggests that there may have been more than 1 000 radiated tortoises in this consignment, and the rest had already been taken away by car.64 They were brought by commercial boat from Mahajanga to Moroni, but instead of docking at the small commercial port in Moroni, the tortoises were transferred to a small boat (known locally as a kwassa-kwassa) and taken to the busy local landing site at Itsandra.

The tortoises were poorly cared for immediately post-seizure; some died and others were stolen. A local NGO, ADEI, took them in and helped facilitate the repatriation of the surviving 222 tortoises to Madagascar, with the support of the Madagascan Ministry of Environment, Ecology and Forests, and the Turtle Survival Alliance.65 According to ADEI, this is the third seizure of radiated tortoises that they have been involved with in the past three years. In 2017, 116 radiated tortoises were confiscated by the police at the port in Moroni off a boat from Mahajanga. By the time ADEI became involved, 30 had died or been stolen. The remaining 86 were eventually repatriated to Madagascar after significant involvement by ADEI. They report that, during this first repatriation, neither the Comorian nor the Madagascan CITES focal points were able to lead the process. The second seizure is described above, while the third occurred in late 2019, when 50 confiscated tortoises were brought to the university. They were in such a poor state that half of them died within 48 hours and the remainder were stolen before the process to repatriate them could be completed.66

These are not isolated incidents, and the trafficking through Comoros continues. On 28 September 2019, a foreign national was arrested in Hong Kong with 57 tortoises carefully wrapped in plastic – 55 radiated tortoises and 2 ploughshare tortoises.67 On 1 April 2020, he was sentenced to two years in prison.68 He had travelled from Moroni airport via Addis Ababa. Officials in Moroni were confident that this was a case of corruption at Moroni airport as all suitcases are scanned and hand searched.69

Seizure records available online only show one tortoise-trafficking incident in Comoros, when 1 014 radiated tortoises and one ploughshare tortoise were seized on 31 May 2014 at the international airport in Moroni.70 However, as shown above and confirmed by multiple interviewees, Comoros is an important transit point for tortoise trafficking, both by boat from Mahajanga and also by air from Mahajanga and possibly Nosy Be.
Case study 3: Zanzibar: a complex governance situation

Similar to the strong historic and family ties between Comoros and north-west Madagascar, there are also strong ties and trading links between Comoros and Zanzibar. A recent GI-TOC study on illicit flows from Zanzibar found that the airport is regularly used for drug trafficking to Europe using mules, is implicated in possible gold smuggling to Dubai and seems to be increasingly used to legally export live animals for the pet trade, despite mainland Tanzania banning the practice in 2016. Maybe unsurprisingly then, both ploughshare and radiated tortoises have turned up in Zanzibar too, for onward transit to more lucrative markets.

In August–September 2017, 16 ploughshare tortoises were transferred by the Zanzibar government to a privately owned wildlife petting centre on Zanzibar (Cheetah Rock) for safekeeping. They were apparently seized while exiting Zanzibar airport. Thirteen of the 16 animals are adults with distinct markings that indicate they had been released back into the wild from the DWCT’s Ampijoroa captive-breeding programme and then poached. They are now on display to tourists, who visit Cheetah Rock for an entrance fee of US$160 per person to interact with rescued animals. While the government of Madagascar would like the tortoises to be returned, the Zanzibar government is concerned that they may not be safe in the wild in Madagascar, and will allow them to be kept at Cheetah Rock for the time being.

In 2019, 400 critically endangered radiated tortoises were seized at Zanzibar airport. They are being kept at a secure location in Zanzibar. The Zanzibari authorities have not decided if they will repatriate these tortoises to Madagascar. As with the ploughshare tortoises, they are concerned that if the animals are returned, they may be stolen again.

In September 2020, as this report was being finalized, we received information of a seizure of 708 radiated tortoises at Zanzibar airport in July 2020 as COVID-19 lockdowns were easing. Two Chinese citizens were arrested in regard to this seizure. This time, the Government of Tanzania’s Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism has confirmed that they plan to repatriate these tortoises to Madagascar.

The complex governance situation in Zanzibar is a major challenge in addressing trafficking via Zanzibar, as well as the specific issue of how to protect and manage these two confiscated tortoise populations. The United Republic of Tanzania (to give the country its full name) is a union between mainland Tanganyika and the islands of Zanzibar, that came into being on 22 April 1964. However, the union operates with a two-tier system of government, where union matters (e.g. security, international affairs, citizenship, customs) are handled by the government of the United Republic of Tanzania on the mainland, and non-union matters by the Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar. International support is a union matter, thus presenting an extra challenge to donor support for Zanzibar. This is immediately apparent when engaging with government departments charged with protecting and managing Zanzibar’s environment and related functions – they are extremely under-resourced and undercapacitated compared to mainland Tanzania. In these weak institutions, it is easier for corruption to occur and spread.
Mozambique has a reputation as a major wildlife-trafficking hub, with rhino horn passing through its airports and ivory leaving its ports, and there are persistent rumours in Madagascar that a new route for trafficking radiated tortoises is opening up via Mozambique. The WJC confirmed that its investigations have revealed that Asian wildlife traffickers are speaking of delivering radiated tortoises to Mozambique via fishing vessels from Madagascar.

In early January 2020, wildlife-crime investigators from Mozambique’s National Administration of Conservation Areas (ANAC) found 40 radiated tortoises for sale on a local Facebook page in Maputo. The seller was skittish, and when they arrived at the pre-arranged site they found the box of tortoises with only 36 inside – and no seller. (They did find an expat jogger who was trying to help the tortoises and who subsequently had to spend a few hours explaining that he was not the online trader.) From what the investigators pieced together, the tortoises most likely had arrived by fishing vessel directly from Madagascar, with a plan to smuggle them out of Maputo airport. However, the recent introduction of sniffer dogs at the airport seems to have thwarted this plan, or at least made it risky enough for this trader to abort. ANAC made contact with the Madagascan authorities and were part-way through the repatriation process when COVID-19 lockdowns interrupted plans.

This case highlights the efficacy of the changing approach to combating wildlife crime in Mozambique, led by key authorities (in particular ANAC and the Office of the Attorney-General, together with certain offices or individuals in customs and the police) with support from strategic and trusted partners including the Wildlife Conservation Society, the UNODC, the
Peace Parks Foundation, the World Wildlife Fund, the United States Agency for International Development, the French Development Agency and the World Bank. This has resulted in a decline in rhino poachers entering South Africa from Mozambique, a decline in wildlife trafficking though northern Mozambique and the stopping of elephant poaching in Niassa Reserve.

In this case, it meant that local investigators found the online trafficker, engaged and nearly arrested the individual. Measures introduced at the airport increased the perceived risk of trafficking and thwarted this attempt, possibly changing the overall risk perception of this route. This is not to say that the situation in Mozambique is now rosy. There are still major challenges: the ANAC is woefully understaffed and under-resourced; other national law-enforcement agencies are institutionally weak and hindered by persistent corruption; and the medium-term economic stagnation and governance challenges resulting from the combined effects of internal violent insurrections, the hangover of the 2016 US$2 billion hidden-debts scandal, and COVID-19 lockdowns will likely further weaken rule of law.
Expensive and contentious: the thorny issue of repatriation

When CITES-listed specimens are confiscated from illegal international trade, the expected course of action under CITES procedures is for the confiscating country to contact the country of origin and ask whether it wants to have the specimens repatriated. If yes, the country of origin is responsible for the shipping bill, while the confiscating country absorbs the costs of seizure, holding the specimens and the prosecution of the perpetrators domestically. But the case studies above, and other examples, show that implementing this CITES resolution can be challenging, especially for critically endangered tortoises, with detrimental effects for the animals involved.

Firstly, confiscated tortoises are typically in a state of shock, having been kept in very poor conditions before the seizure. They are often heavily infested with parasites and need special care, otherwise they succumb – as happened with at least one third of the approximately 500 radiated tortoises seized in Comoros between 2017 and 2019, and nearly half of the 54 ploughshare tortoises seized in the largest-ever ploughshare seizure in Bangkok in 2013.84 They then need a long recovery time and quarantine before being re-introduced to any other animals. Secondly, the government offices involved (especially in Madagascar, Comoros and Zanzibar) are often under-resourced, with overstretched staff who lack the capacity for easy international communication. In the case of Tanzania and Zanzibar, the complicated governance structure and challenging internal relationships means that it is currently almost impossible to discuss the status of the seized ploughshare tortoises being held at Cheetah Rock. Thirdly, the value of the seized animals means that they remain targets for theft in the confiscating country by the same groups that were trafficking them originally – as has happened in Comoros and Thailand.85 If repatriated, they can also be susceptible to poaching again, unless the situation has changed or they are housed in a secure facility. Finally, the costs of husbandry and care pre-repatriation, and of repatriation itself, can be high and hard to find.

Repatriation works best when there are partners available to support the governments involved. They can help provide veterinary care, support for husbandry, facilitate communications and support the logistics involved. However, other options besides repatriation exist. The confiscating country and an appropriate facility can reach an agreement with the origin country to hold the confiscated animals until such time as it is prepared to take them back. In some cases they may be taken to another country or facility which is already housing individuals of the same species.
TRAFFICKING ROUTES AND SEIZURES

FROM BUSHMEAT TO CLICKBAIT
To understand the drivers of tortoise use and exploitation in Madagascar, it’s worth stepping back in history. When humans began settling on Madagascar some 2,300 years ago, most large vertebrate populations slowly became extinct – including two giant tortoise species. When Arab, and later European, sea vessels began exploring and trading around Madagascar, they took tortoises on board as a supply of meat for their onward journey. In some cases, tortoises were taken from Madagascar to be kept and bred at other supply stations for provisioning, and in fact the type-specimen for the ploughshare tortoise came from Anjouan in Comoros in 1885.

Bushmeat poaching has historically added pressure on tortoise populations, especially on radiated tortoises. This practice has continued and even increased in recent times. In July 2020, 144 radiated tortoises were seized in Madagascar. The fact these animals were adults suggests they were intended to be consumed as food by local populations. Tortoises that end up on the black market for the pet trade are typically juvenile animals, as they are easier to smuggle.

While the bushmeat trade of radiated tortoises is significant, the exotic-pet industry is the main driver of the rapid decline in ploughshare tortoises (and to a lesser extent also radiated tortoises). As these species grow increasingly endangered and approach extinction, they become even more sought after among hobbyists and reptile enthusiasts. A vicious cycle exists whereby the illicit trade perversely incentivizes itself, driving up both the demand and market price for these species. As the value of the animals rises, poachers and traffickers go to greater lengths to acquire rare species. As a result, additional strain is placed on law-enforcement, conservation and demand-reduction efforts, which are, with few exceptions, already under-resourced in countries across the supply–transit–destination spectrum of the trade.

The international trade in exotic pets is worth millions of dollars, and there has been ample research to document the links between this trade and the role of the internet and social-media sites in particular. Platforms such as Facebook, Instagram and others both facilitate and drive the exotic-pet market; firstly by providing a relatively traceless channel for sellers and buyers to connect, and secondly by popularizing – and through that, contributing to legitimizing – ownership of these species as pets. Initiatives such as the Coalition to End Wildlife Trafficking Online aim to hold...
social-media sites accountable for their role in the illegal wildlife trade, although with limited success thus far.93

Taking cognizance of the online dimensions of the exotic-pet trade, we considered how cyber-enabled tools can be used in directing efforts to mitigate the deleterious interplay between the illegal wildlife trade and the internet.

Machine learning

To explore the utility of cyber-enabled modalities in combating the illegal trafficking of radiated and ploughshare tortoises, we used an innovative machine-learning-powered tool called the Cascade. The tool was developed in partnership with the Centre for Social Media Analysis, and searches for text on the indexed web to detect online transactions and other dimensions of the illegal wildlife trade.

This work comprised three phases. Firstly, we conducted an initial investigation into the market to find ‘seed’ examples from which to extract characteristic words and phrases. For our initial search, we used terms found in research of similar topics and categorized each based on their usage. This generated four categories: tortoise name, buyer terms, seller terms and social-media platform. This resulted in approximately 5,000 search results, the vast majority of which held little relevance. To solve this issue, a manual investigation was performed which revealed a new set of search phrases and provided additional tortoise names, words and phrases used in e-commerce by both buyers and sellers.

Secondly, the system was run in two further iterations to find more examples online. Relevant content was identified using a hierarchy of keyword classifiers, which subdivided results for easier analysis. These keywords included relevant search terms in multiple languages (English, Malay, Bahasa Indonesian and Mandarin). The categories of classification were Wikipedia-like articles, social-media platforms (such as Facebook and Instagram), tortoise-name mentions and words suggesting sale. For this research we specifically focused on South East Asia, as this region has become the hub of the illegal market for these tortoises over the past two decades.94

Thirdly, using web crawlers, the Cascade performed a deeper analysis of a subset of sites to establish the utility of more closely monitoring how individuals

FIGURE 3 Radiated tortoises for sale on South-East Asian e-commerce sites.
SOURCE: Various South-East Asian e-commerce sites.
interact on these sites in trading and discussing ploughshare and radiated tortoises. Over the course of previous phases, and using information provided by domain experts, 95 sites were identified as potential e-commerce hubs. This work involved a deeper crawl of these sites to establish two things. The first was whether all instances of a sale and relevant discussion were captured in the search results returned by Bing. (If returned by Bing, this indicates that a manual search would return the same or similar results, pointing to limited application for the Cascade or similar machine-learning tools.) In addition, we aimed to determine whether using the search functionality of a particular site, in combination with a web crawler, was a viable means of more deeply exploring and discovering relevant content.

Key findings

The most important results were twofold. Firstly, of those returns specifically mentioning or showing ploughshare or radiated tortoises, the people involved could be fairly easily classified into one of four groupings (see below). Secondly, using web crawlers returned significantly more results than using standard search engines on sites where both ploughshare and radiated tortoises were known to be displayed and sold (such as seen in the Instagram image on page 31).

The categories used to classify people mentioning ploughshare or radiated tortoises are:

- **Bragger**: someone showing photos of their, or a friend's, ploughshare or radiated tortoise.
- **Bragger-seller**: someone seeming to be using their photos as a platform to advertise to potential buyers.
- **Enthusiast**: a participant in a conversation thread discussing the keeping, breeding or legality of ploughshare and/or radiated tortoises.
- **Breeder-seller**: someone appearing to be a dedicated breeder with one or multiple tortoises to sell.

---

![FIGURE 4](image-url) Classification of people online with Madagascan tortoises.
For the top two sites in South East Asia, there were 242 tortoise mentions; of these, 84 were positively identified as specifically mentioning either ploughshare or radiated tortoises. Bing only returned 26 hits – in other words, the standard search engine severely underperformed compared to the Cascade. Further, of the 84 positive records, 34 could be classified as enthusiasts, while 31 could be classified as ‘braggers’ or ‘bragger-sellers’. This suggests a significant proportion of people own these tortoises for bragging rights on social media.

Overall, while there were no current cases of active selling of ploughshare tortoises on these sites, there were a number of people selling radiated tortoises (see Figure 2), and at least one instance of a ‘bragger-seller’ of ploughshare tortoises in Indonesia.

There is a significant presence of individuals online discussing and exhibiting ploughshare and radiated tortoises. This took the form of sellers and tortoise farms on Facebook, and the discussion or purchase and breeding of illegal species on forums (in particular, tortoiseforum.org). This indicates that social media is a potentially very fruitful method of characterizing the scope and actors within a market, in particular how sellers obfuscate their items for sale, and the types of people that are willing to break the law to buy items.

It was often hard to establish the legality of breeders and sellers. In many cases, sites would act as middle men to the original breeders and did not explicitly advertise whether the animals were certified or not.

There were at least two instances found where a potential seller camouflaged tortoises for sale by obfuscating relevant seller information with unrelated collections of random words and statements.

Photography plays a significant role both in advertising animals and in bragging about them on social media. This is particularly apparent on sites such as Instagram, where research from the Middle East shows that social-media posts featuring endangered exotic animals (particularly posts from public figures) resulted in an overall positive audience reception towards those exotic pets. Both ploughshare and radiated tortoises feature prominently on Instagram.

This exercise showed that machine-learning can yield results beyond using standard search engines. However, as with other digital applications and other forms of wildlife crime, machine learning does not present a silver bullet, but rather functions best when used iteratively with a human analyst.

This tool has the capability to inform both law-enforcement, and behaviour-change/demand-reduction responses. However, more work is required to refine the Cascade and similar tools, so that they can deliver useful results that can inform disruption activities. Effective analysis provides the opportunity to understand the extent of the threat posed by the trade, to characterize the part of the market that is active online and to develop, test and implement responses to drive behaviour change around the demand for exotic pets.
BROADER PERSPECTIVES
In the global context, discussions around wildlife trafficking often take place in the realm of conservation or trade, but rarely receive adequate recognition as a form of transnational organized crime. The need for criminal-justice efforts and other mechanisms to reduce criminality in this sphere is evident.

Madagascan tortoise trafficking is also indicative of larger problems. Firstly, in the case of ploughshare tortoises, we have waited until it is almost too late for the species before intervening more decisively. The majority of the remaining animals are in captivity – both legal and illegal (the latter with an unknown number of animals). Only very small portions of the original habitat remain – albeit enough to allow reintroduction if the key threats abate. For both ploughshare and radiated tortoises, recovery in the natural environment will be difficult as the key drivers behind the immediate threats are systemic and complex. Locally, marginalized poor people struggle with limited land availability for agriculture, the impacts of climate change, overfishing by commercial fleets, and weak service delivery and social-development support as a result of weak governance, poor rule of law and systemic corruption. Nationally, traffickers have developed systems to exploit key vulnerabilities – systems that align with illicit flows of drugs and migrants. These include corruption at police checkpoints; corruption and concealment methods to move through Ivato airport; and various marine transport routes, including along the coast to exit points, Comoros, Mozambique and directly to Asia on ships. They follow paths of least resistance and likely use the same facilitators for logistics and corrupt payments as traffickers of other illicit products. The recent attempts to traffic via Mozambique show that traffickers are experimenting and evolving. Internationally, the demand for Madagascan tortoises is being met, and there are established markets and organized criminals in Asia who are able to successfully order and illegally import tortoises.
Malagasy solutions for Malagasy problems

There is now significant national and international awareness of Madagascan tortoise trafficking. It is on the agenda of bilateral partners in Madagascar, the major international conservation NGOs working in Madagascar and key local government agencies such as the Ministry of Environment, the Ministry of Justice and the Independent Anti-Corruption Bureau. There is also an inter-ministerial committee on mining and forestry which is tasked with monitoring and coordinating responses to environmental degradation. However, while this committee includes representatives from the Ministry of Justice, the Prime Minister’s Office and Customs, and is chaired by the Minister of Environment, Ecology and Forestry, it does not include key law-enforcement agencies or the military, and thus lacks the ability to respond effectively to criminal activity.

This lack of law-enforcement engagement highlights one of the major shortcomings with addressing tortoise trafficking from Madagascar. Madagascan law-enforcement agencies with a mandate to tackle organized crime and address trafficking at exit points are not adequately engaged and vested in tackling tortoise trafficking. This may be because they see this as a purely conservation problem, or because they lack the resources and capacity – or most likely a combination of the two. Further, the law-enforcement agencies tasked with working on trafficking in general are known to compete. This lack of collaboration and information-sharing leads to a fragmented approach which impacts negatively on effective investigations. Recent and ongoing GI-TOC work on the role of Madagascar in the regional heroin and cannabis trades...
shows that these shortcomings in addressing organized crime and trafficking also apply to heroin and cannabis trafficking, which are growing in Madagascar.103

Wildlife crime units
Experience from elsewhere in Africa shows that targeted engagement of mandated law-enforcement authorities by local NGOs with long-term support and mentoring can have a significant impact on organized wildlife crime. There are examples from multiple countries (e.g. Uganda, Tanzania, Malawi, Zambia and Namibia) where local NGOs have supported the creation and operations of wildlife crime units made up of trusted (and sometimes vetted) law-enforcement officers with a mandate to conduct investigations and then support prosecution. In some cases, these have led to transnational organized-crime networks being dismantled and successfully prosecuted by national authorities in countries previously sanctioned for their role in wildlife trafficking (e.g. Malawi104 and Uganda105).

Two related experiences in Madagascar suggest that this model may well be worth implementing. Firstly, the local NGO Alliance Voahary Gasy, with support from outside partners, has had notable success when directly supporting a targeted investigation of a known tortoise trafficker.106 Secondly, the DWCT supported a training and mentoring exercise for Ivato airport customs officers by British customs officers from Heathrow airport.107 This was well received and built a short-term sense of responsibility and capability. Notably, the assessment of British customs officers was that this is fixable and that it is not a doomed case.

Corruption is central to organized crime, particularly transnational organized crime where products of some form are trafficked across international borders where they are subject to inspection. Long-term support and mentoring of crime units (either vetted or where trust is built over time) are proven mechanisms to conduct effective law-enforcement operations in countries with weak rule of law and systemic corruption.108

In particular, it is worth noting that training interventions alone are unlikely to ever have long-term success in combating organized crime and corruption. No matter how good the training, when officers return to a weak organization which may be poorly led, under-resourced or systemically corrupt, they will be unable to implement their newfound skills and will lose their renewed motivation. In contrast, building organizational capacity through long-term support and mentoring (including training), and changing the culture of an organization in order to improve effectiveness and counter corruption through both motivation and weeding out corrupt individuals, has been shown to be effective.109

Local challenges
The historical exploitation of tortoises as a source of protein makes it very likely that they are viewed locally as a resource that can be legitimately exploited for food and livelihoods. In remote places where government is weak or absent, and service delivery poor, national laws that criminalize this local exploitation will have flimsy legitimacy. Coupled with the livelihood challenges that rural Malagasy people experience, this will make standard anti-poaching methods based on rule of law alone ineffective. Rather, what is required is long-term engagement with local people to better understand the local context and to look for opportunities to align interests. From the conservation perspective, interests are to protect tortoise populations and their habitats; from a law-enforcement perspective, this is reduced criminality and improved rule of law. What is missing is true understanding – from the ground up and not making assumptions – of how the interests of local communities can be aligned with these two interests.
The need for criminal-justice efforts and other mechanisms to reduce criminality in this economy is evident.

**Regional cooperation**

Effective regional collaboration between states is crucial in combating transnational organized crime, such as the trafficking of ploughshare and radiated tortoises. Yet Madagascar and other Indian Ocean island nations are prone to a degree of exclusion in this context. To some extent, this is the result of geographic remoteness, but it also reflects a failure among multilateral and bilateral partners, as well as regional policy actors, to take full cognizance of the islands’ unique role in and vulnerabilities to transnational organized crime. From a wildlife-crime perspective, efforts to enhance regional cooperation are often directed at boosting instruments such as the Southern African Development Community’s Law-Enforcement and Anti-Poaching Strategy. However, these frameworks are only one piece of the puzzle.

While formal bilateral and regional agreements play an important role, effective cooperation requires trust-based relationships between individuals from key law-enforcement agencies in different countries – typically the agencies with the mandates for investigations (e.g. police and customs) and prosecutions. For international cooperating partners and donor agencies, this means that responses to combating wildlife trafficking should also seek to create the platforms to build and grow regional cooperation through trust-based relationships, which are crucial for effective exchanges of information and intelligence.

**Larger forces at play: COVID-19 and climate change**

**COVID-19 and tortoise trafficking**

A zoonotic disease, the SARS-CoV-2 novel coronavirus (and resulting pandemic) have highlighted the immense health risks associated with humans coming into contact with wild animals – either as food or other forms of human–animal interaction, including wildlife trafficking. The increasing demand for exotic animals as pets not only contributes to the extinction of animal species, but also presents a tremendous health risk. ‘The wildlife-trafficking issue has not encompassed human safety in the past, at least not in the public discussion. But from a law-enforcement perspective, it has always encompassed human safety,’ says Ed Newcomer, US Fish and Wildlife Law Enforcement Attaché for southern Africa. ‘Bird smuggling, for instance, is a huge risk – way riskier than COVID-19. Right now, bird flu does not easily transmit to humans, but it would just take one slight mutation. We’re seeing that COVID-19 has about a 3–5% death rate. For bird flu, the lowest number I’ve seen is 30%. People smuggle birds all the time, and they do it on commercial aeroplanes in the passenger compartment.’
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Human expansion into wild areas also poses a major set of challenges. As human populations expand exponentially across the globe, people are moving into previously unpopulated natural spaces at an unprecedented rate. This brings an increased and under-acknowledged risk of zoonoses – a very real threat to human health.\textsuperscript{111} Human expansion also has a major effect on animal populations. In Madagascar, habitat loss has been among the drivers responsible for diminishing populations of tortoises\textsuperscript{112} and other endemic species, such as lemurs.\textsuperscript{113} Finally, human expansion into uninhabited areas often results in the increased consumption of wild animals as food, typically as bushmeat.

As the coronavirus pandemic illuminates the risk of zoonoses, it also reveals a series of blind spots in approaches to wildlife crime. One of these is the focus on larger species such as rhino, elephant and large carnivores. This is partly because the poaching of large animals is possibly more easily understood, and these iconic species are better known beyond the areas where they naturally occur. The poaching of large animals arguably also poses more of a direct security risk, as firearms are typically involved. While this focus is justified, the lens with which we view wildlife crime should be widened to focus equally on birds, primates, reptiles and other species which are equally at risk of extinction. The trafficking of such animals also necessitates a degree of highly organized crime, which inherently undermines governance, democracy and the rule of law.

The coronavirus pandemic means that all states have been forced to become more inward-looking to deal with the unique complexities of the public-health impacts in their own backyard. Human populations are coming under greater financial pressure as a result of the pandemic, and organized-crime groups are becoming more opportunistic and possibly more sophisticated (as has been the case in drug trafficking).\textsuperscript{114} These groups are no longer just making use of licit channels, but in some cases even attempting to usurp them\textsuperscript{115} as law-enforcement resources take a knock or are directed elsewhere.

The pandemic may lead to long-term inertia at the state level, as already constrained national agencies inevitably became less operational during the pandemic and are likely to crank back into action in a stop-start manner. Yet, at this time, policymakers and criminal-justice actors need to act swiftly. Traditional donor agencies and development-aid partners will inevitably come under greater pressure, but as things open up there is a need for greater and far more proactive collaboration at the regional level to overcome any lockdown inertia.

One of the positive impacts of the pandemic has been its effect on China’s policies and actions towards wildlife markets. In general, China has tightened the trade of all living animals (including livestock), which makes the pet market look very different from what it was before the pandemic. Both physical and online pet markets have been closed down, and there are reports of pets becoming street animals, including exotic pets. Logistics companies have also been targeted to stop the movement of live animals.\textsuperscript{116} Chinese law-enforcement agencies have been given performance targets on tackling wildlife crime, and there have been reports of in-fighting over good intelligence to effect law-enforcement action.\textsuperscript{117} In Guangdong province alone, nearly a thousand people have been fined or arrested for wildlife-related crime in the first six months of 2020. Of specific relevance to this study, on 30 July 2020, Chinese authorities reported the seizure of 528 live reptiles in Fujian Province, including ploughshare and radiated tortoises. This was the culmination of a six-month investigation and led to the arrest of six suspects including the suspected group leader.\textsuperscript{118}
**Climate change and tortoise trafficking**

According to the World Bank, Madagascar is ‘one of the African countries most severely affected by climate change impacts and experiences an average of three cyclones per year’. These impacts have already been apparent in the poaching and smuggling of species such as tortoises and other wildlife. ‘Radiated tortoises are found mostly in the deep south of Madagascar. In that region, we see the most vulnerable communities; [people who are] living in extreme conditions. They have experienced a long drought period, which has led people to now cooperate with traffickers very easily,’ says Zo Maharavo of the Alliance Voahary Gasy.

Climate change affects island nations – especially those with large rural populations dependent on subsistence livelihoods – in a disproportionate way. Furthermore, subsistence livelihoods at unsustainable densities place a massive strain on the environment. As ecological systems come under strain, competition over resources inevitably increases. This can fuel migration and become a driver of conflict. As livelihoods prospects contract, people are also far more likely to become involved in wildlife crimes when approached by organized-crime actors.

Comoros is another example where the pressures of expanding human populations and climate change are both highly evident but perennially under-recognized, particularly in the context of vulnerability to organized crime. Madagascar and Comoros are not traditionally recognized as transnational organized-crime hubs, but their social and political fragility, their economic challenges and their susceptibility to environmental shocks make them especially vulnerable, and thus worthy of engagement to improve governance and rule of law.
CONCLUSIONS
Despite the dire situation for Madagascar’s tortoises, it is unlikely that they will be poached to extinction. While local extinctions may occur, the focused (and excellent) species-conservation work of organizations such as the DWCT, the Turtle Conservancy and the Turtle Survival Alliance, together with their partners, will almost certainly result in small breeding populations being protected on-site (and some off-site) in the medium term. At the same time, given Madagascar’s biodiversity value, habitat-conservation initiatives in the key national parks have a very high likelihood of being maintained. Thus, even if these tortoises are poached to local extinction, at some point in the future tortoise reintroductions will be able to occur. This is not an ideal solution and no organization is working towards it, but it is important to note that these key organizations have contingency plans in place, and as long as their work is maintained this should protect these species and their habitats.

Meanwhile, as noted throughout this report, tortoise poaching and trafficking highlights larger governance and rule-of-law challenges in Madagascar and along illicit-trafficking routes to market. Tortoise trafficking offers an entry point to identify trafficking routes of multiple illicit products and key sites through which these products flow.

Addressing these problems is not a conservation issue. These are broader problems requiring broader responses focused on improving governance, rule of law and crime prevention, and building resilience to organized crime. Finally, despite the central involvement of NGOs in highlighting these issues and working to find solutions, it is not within the mandate of NGOs to solve these problems. Ultimately, it is only governments, through their mandated agencies, that can solve these problems – albeit with NGO support.
Recommendations

Build effective law-enforcement capacity in Madagascar

It is crucial to build the capacity of small trusted units to investigate crimes and criminals, enabling these units then to build cases in order to disrupt and dismantle the networks and to work with prosecutors to ensure effective prosecution. This is not a short-term training intervention – typically short-term training leaves very little medium-term impact as officers return to stagnant units and are unable to use their newfound motivation and implement their new skills. This is a long-term capacity building and mentoring intervention.

Improve understanding of local drivers and needs

Conservation programmes seeking to change illegal or unmanaged natural-resource use (including poaching) typically rely on three main tools to try and effect behaviour change – law enforcement, sharing information and developing benefit-sharing mechanisms to incentivize stewardship. These tools each only work in quite specific contexts, and local challenges in Madagascar suggest that they are unlikely to work: weak rule of law, high levels of corruption, high rural population densities relative to available productive land, and benefits from conservation are not at a scale to impact each individual in the local communities.

It may be more effective to start conservation-related community-engagement programmes afresh and build them based on deeper understanding of local drivers of poaching and through engagement from the ground up. This means not knowing what the programme would look like at first, but rather being transparent about the conservation goal and the values behind that, and then seeking to understand local values and challenges and drivers of poaching, and look for opportunities where values can be aligned – in doing this, local challenges can be addressed in a way that will have conservation impact. In areas where tortoise poaching is high, it may work to develop these programmes based on three core approaches: i) employing an emergent programme-design process to address local problems and priorities; ii) developing a collective-action approach by aligning with other local organizations and institutions to try and effect more systemic change; and iii) using a ‘social licence to operate’ framework in order to obtain social approval and support for conservation efforts – this framework helps to clarify how to move from a transactional benefit-sharing relationship through approval, acceptance and finally trust.

Improve regional law-enforcement cooperation

Bring together key people with the mandate to tackle wildlife crime from other countries in the region and hold small, focused regional meetings that centre on sharing information on wildlife crime and wildlife trafficking in particular. Use these events for informal gatherings as well so that these key people get to know each other and build working relationships and trust. The goal is for wildlife-crime investigators to be able to call their counterparts easily and share information when it is relevant, which may help build a case or disrupt a trafficking network.

Tackle corruption in key sites and build resilience

All three of the recommendations above will help to strengthen the rule of law, improve governance and expose corruption. However, resilience to corruption is also required. The recommendations above will also help to achieve this by sharing information and improving transparency, as well as by developing a sense of purpose and recognition in officers working in key law-enforcement units. More needs to be done to build a sense of leadership and purpose in these units, to make people feel valued in doing their jobs, and thus build resilience to corruption.
Formalize the status of the Zanzibar ploughshare tortoise population

It is apparent that neither the government of Zanzibar nor the local operator currently holding this ploughshare tortoise population intend to return the tortoises to Madagascar. There has also been no engagement from Zanzibar with the Malagasy government in order to share information on this seized population. Given that it has a lot of adults, it has the potential to become a breeding population. The status of this population should be agreed between the two governments and the opportunity for it to become a recognised off-site breeding population should be explored. This will entail sharing regular information and records. Without these agreements and recognition, the population is vulnerable to the selling of offspring illegally and cannot be considered to be being managed responsibly and according to a conservation ethos and ethic.

Explore a legal trade in radiated tortoises

The options for a legal trade in radiated tortoises should be explored, although this may not work for a number of reasons. The challenges to this idea include: i) extreme local poverty, which means that people often rely on tortoises as a protein source and also that people will collect them from the wild for very small amounts of money, allowing the illegal market to undercut the legal market; ii) the relative ease of finding wild tortoises makes it possible to launder wild-caught tortoises into any legal trade; and iii) there is potential for elite capture of benefits.

Test disruption of the online trade in Madagascan tortoises

More work needs to be done to understand the role of social-media sites in popularizing, legitimizing and driving the exotic-pet market, particularly for Madagascan tortoises. In-depth analyses that track the historical behaviour of a large sample of exotic-pet owners need to be undertaken to better understand if feedback received on these sites is contributing to the growth in the tortoise trade. Once this is better understood, two disruption efforts need to be tested. Firstly, law-enforcement action should target influential online traders, owners of a large number of tortoises or influencers who are well known – this should broadcast the risk of owning illegal exotic pets. Secondly, a targeted behaviour-change campaign should be enacted that directly engages with tortoise owners online and tries to change the narrative regarding owning these tortoises as pets, introducing concepts such as individual responsibility for our own actions which can lead to biodiversity loss.
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